Host Tim says:
<<<<Resume Mission, Negotiations, episode 2>>>

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::in conference room, listening::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::in conference room::

XO_OMallory says:
::in conference room::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::in conference room::

CIV-Adrel says:
::in conference room::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay::

CTO_Hunter says:
::at the tactical Station::

FCO_Adams says:
::watching her panel closely for any other ships::

Italia says:
::accepting a data scroll from one of her aides::

XO_OMallory says:
::sips drink and listens::

Koch says:
::Animatedly chattering with his aides, who are nodding reverently::

EO_On says:
::at ME::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waits for Koch and Italia to resume the meeting, sits down::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: XO: Why do I have a feeling that it won't be easy?

XO_OMallory says:
::whispers::  CSO: I have the same feeling...

Italia says:
::looks up from her data scroll and glances at Koch, then Spencer:: CO: Are you ready to begin?

EO_On says:
::The computer reminds to him about an appointment with CMO Turok::


CMO_Turok says:
::Looks over the latest batch of test results for the telepaths::

CIV-Adrel says:
::takes the PADD in front of her and reads again about both races and then looks at Koch and Italia wondering what they are thinking right now...::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: Yes. ::looks around the room:: All: We shall resume.

FCO_Adams says:
::glances over at Hunter::

Koch says:
::Sighs and turns his chair back to the table::

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks the data on the two planets forces::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods and places his padd on the table::

EO_On says:
::leaves ME to meet with CMO Turok and Chief Valerie Kint is in charge of ME::

OPS_Shania says:
::runs diagnostics of the systems::

EO_On says:
*CMO* I am on my way to sickbay, I will see you shortly.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Looks at both of them, Koch and Italia:: K/I: If you could explain the reasons we are here.. helping, negotiating, maybe we can be of more assistance.

CTO_Hunter says:
::notes that the bulk of their fleet consists of armed freighters and small craft::

CMO_Turok says:
*EO* Very well.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::hopes Roberts can get through to Trill and receive a speedy reply::

Italia says:
::steeples her long fingers before her:: CO: Captain, you are aware of Tranquility's application, yes?

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen> ::running a sensor diagnostics::

CMO_Turok says:
::Files the report with the others, no effect, and goes to prepare for Lieutenant On's arrival::

Koch says:
::Raises a breath to speak, then just winces and knits his brow when Italia jumps in first::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: Yes, I am. I also can see the tension between your people. ::looks at Koch as well::

EO_On says:
::Is walking to the corridor of the ship to Sickbay::

OPS_Shania says:
::finishes diagnostics and waits for the results::

XO_OMallory says:
::studies the reactions of Italia and Koch::

CIV-Adrel says:
Italia: We have done research on both your races and your systems....

Italia says:
::raises a brow:: CO: There is no tension. It's just that those... Hokam, refuse to learn their place.

FCO_Adams says:
::monitors their orbit status::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: I would include that remark in 'tension'.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::scans the area::

Koch says:
::Looks appalled::  CO:  On the contrary, these Rancide have been violating our borders to instigate minor skirmishes!

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::watches Italia and Koch, and tries to gain insight into them as only a psychologist could::

Italia says:
::laughs sourly:: Koch: Skirmishes? It's just like you cowards to downplay a rounding defeat at Rancide hands.

FCO_Adams says:
::wonders what is going on in the meeting::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: As you are entering your application into SF, we have many races that will not see eye to eye with how your peoples ... exist. Will that really be a problem in this negotiation?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices that the tension in the room is growing::

EO_On says:
::arrives to sickbay:: CMO: I have an appointment with you, sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at Koch: Koch: In what way?


CMO_Turok says:
::Takes a PADD from one of the nurses and looks over the medical staff's first test results from the firing range.  Growls::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::doesn't need her empathic powers to feel the intense dislike Italia and Koch have for each other::

CMO_Turok says:
EO:  ::Stops growling::  What do you wan....oh, your appointment, right.  Have a seat on that bio bed.

Koch says:
::Enraged, clenches his teeth::  CO:  Captain, these Rancide have been attacking civilian vessels and freighters.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch/Italia: Would you prefer we split up and go over each sides,,,,,, problems?

CIV-Adrel says:
I/K: Please... let's not start .... we know you have different values and beliefs... we are here to help you and ....

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Status?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: XO: They seem to hate each other.  Even not knowing,

EO_On says:
::seats on the bio bed as a little bad child::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Sir, I'm getting a sudden influx of comm traffic from the Hokam planet.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at the CIV and gives her a slight nod of no::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: What type?

Italia says:
::slaps her hands on the table:: Koch: Why won't you just admit that the Rancide are superior and should lead Tranquility into the Federation?

CMO_Turok says:
::Walks over to the bed and calibrates it::

XO_OMallory says:
::whispers::  CSO: Just a bit...hopefully we can reach some sort of agreement.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::still scanning the area::

CMO_Turok says:
EO: What is your problem?

Koch says:
::Slaps his hands on the table harder::  Italia:  Because they're not!

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO:  Do you see freighter launch with escorts?

XO_OMallory says:
::tries to settle Koch down::  Koch: Easy there...

Italia says:
::raises her hands in disgust and looks back at August:: CO: You see what I have to deal with, sister?

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Most of them are commercial, some military.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands:: Italia: We will get no where, very fast in this manner. I suggest we do split up, ::looks at the XO::  K/I: Your prerogative of course.

Koch says:
::Shivers a bit in rage, then calms outwardly and sinks back into his chair::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Aye sir, freighter with several escorts....confirmed.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: What are the military ones reporting?

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Make sure they do not hit us. And see if you can figure out where they are going.

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: If you do not mind...I have a place we can relax a bit and talk.

EO_On says:
CMO: I have a relaxation problem, when CNS Llewellyn was in charge of Sickbay, she prescribed a tea that is not helping me anymore.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: I might add that it all sounds very exited...

CSO_MacLeod says:
All: We are not going anywhere.  Perhaps we should listen one by one.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: If you would like to escort Koch to my Ready Room along with the CNS and CIV, the rest of us will remain here.

CMO_Turok says:
::Watches the bio-bed readings for a moment::  EO: I see.  How long have you had this problem?

Koch says:
::Becomes a bit more poker-faced::  XO:  Very well.  ::Nods once::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at CSO and blinks::


FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Sir, four small vessels inbound from Rancide!

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Captain, if you do not mind...I have a better place.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Anything about the destination?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::stands to prepare to go with XO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to CO::

CTO_Hunter says:
::Frowns::

CMO_Turok says:
::Takes out a medical tricorder and begins some more centralized scans of On.::

Italia says:
::silently thanks the Great Bird that the infernal Hokam will be leaving her presence::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods yes at XO::

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks to see if the vessels weapons are armed::

EO_On says:
CMO: Since I started in the Andromeda.

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: If you will follow me...::gestures to doors::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: They are reporting alert status for freighters and escorts.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Very Well.

CIV-Adrel says:
::looks at the XO with the "do we follow?" look::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::waits for the XO to lead the way::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the XO leaving with Koch, CNS and CIV::

XO_OMallory says:
::looks at CIV with a nod 'yes'::

FCO_Adams says:
:;notices the vessels course:: CTO: Sir the ships are on an intercept course with the Hokam ships.

CTO_Hunter says:
::sends a message to the CO and XO advising them off the ship leaving Hokam and heading for Rancide::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::pours a glass of water for Italia and slides it towards her::

CIV-Adrel says:
::follows the XO and Koch::

CMO_Turok says:
EO: I see.  Well, I do not see anything wrong physically.  What do you do for exercise?

Italia says:
::gestures for her aide, who bends over, and she whispers in his ear::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Hail those ships.

Koch says:
~~~Italia:  Mark my words...if you go spreading your lies in your little meeting with the ::sarcastically::  Captain, I'll... ::trails off::~~~  XO:  Of course.  ::Follows O'Mallory::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::follows XO::

Italia says:
::catches the glass gingerly with her long fingers::

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: I have a place I like to go to to relax and might help in our discussion.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Aye Sir. ::hails the ships::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Wait, there is a message from the bridge.

Italia says:
~~~~ Koch: You'll do nothing. Like you spineless Hokam always do. Go, leave me and run off with your man friend... ~~~~

CTO_Hunter says:
::raises the Gryphon’s shields but does not go to yellow alert::

CIV-Adrel says:
XO: Where is that place sir?

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Yes Captain?

XO_OMallory says:
::stops::

EO_On says:
CMO: When I go to the gym here, I lift some weights, runs and do some push ups.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: What is wrong, captain?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands:: Koch: There are ships leaving your space and heading to the Rancide, any ideas?

CMO_Turok says:
EO: Hmmmm.  How often do you do these exercises?

CTO_Hunter says:
*All Hands* Yellow Alert, Senior Officers to Bridge Incoming possible hostile vessels.

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Break orbit put use between the two "fleets".

CSO_MacLeod says:
::raises both eyebrows and looks at Koch::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: ETA to Rancide intercept is 12 minutes....impluse speed

CMO_Turok says:
::Compares On's readings with those of his baseline from his physicals, notes a few minor changes consistent with lack of sleep and increased anxiety.::

Koch says:
~~~Italia: Bah!  You go associate with your "sister" and make really sure that…~~~
CO:  No...no, I have no idea, Captain.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Warn those vessels off.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: You remain here with both parties. ::walks towards the exit to the bridge::

Italia says:
::stares daggers at Koch::

EO_On says:
CMO: Every time I can. I most of the time doing repairs and doing diagnostics. I can say perhaps two or three times per week.

CTO_Hunter says:
*CMO* We might just have some work for.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Aye sir, leaving orbit now....::sets her new course to intercept both fleets::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Yes sir. ::sends another message::

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Aye Captain.  Let me know if you need me.


CTO_Hunter says:
::ensures the Gryphon is at yellow alert::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::enters bridge:: CTO: Report.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands:: XO: I'm on my way back to the bridge, commander.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
XO: Sir, should I stay here?

Koch says:
~~~ Italia:  Hmph...I'll bet you arranged it so that this ship had a female Captain, didn't you? ~~~  ::Wonders what those ships are doing::

CIV-Adrel says:
XO: Do you need us all here?

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Hokam vessels heading for the Gryphon now sir.

CMO_Turok says:
EO: ::Grunts:: I see.  And on the days you do your exercises, do you sleep better?

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Our hails go through but still no response.

XO_OMallory says:
K/I: Shall we continue our talks?

FCO_Adams says:
::waits for new orders::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::overhears FCO: FCO: Hail them.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: We got vessel from both planets heading for each other.  We have broken orbit and positioned our self between both "fleets".  We are at yellow alert. Both "fleets" have been warned off with no response.

XO_OMallory says:
K/I: If you are both in agreement, we can move this to a more 'comfortable' atmosphere.

Koch says:
::Just nods once toward the XO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns to CTO:: CTO: Thank you.. no response whatsoever?

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye Captain...::opens hailing frequencies:: Channel open sir.

EO_On says:
CMO: Some days I do, but some days I'm not.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: No sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at OPS:: No replies from you either?

XO_OMallory says:
Italia: Is that alright with you?

Italia says:
::shrugs her robe back in to place:: XO This place is fine. I do not need to be coddled like a child. ::looks deliberately at Koch::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Nothing SIR.

Host Hokam_escort says:
@COM: Gryphon: We are being attacked... again.  Request assistance.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Hokam: Being attacked by whom?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: Since I am not really needed on the bridge, I'll stay here and wait to see what happens::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: XO: Perhaps the CNS and CIV should talk to Italia, since they are all females, and we could proceed with Koch.

Host Hokam_escort says:
@COM: Gryphon: The Rancide of course.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks at Shania and shrugs her shoulders::

CIV-Adrel says:
::nods as she hears the CSO's suggestion::

CMO_Turok says:
EO: It is no wonder.  You are obviously not exercising hard enough.  Your problem is most likely psychological.  Counseling from Lieutenant Llewellyn may be in order.  However, if you wish to try a warrior's approach...I can give you an exercise program which will push your body to its limits.  Leaving you more than ready to sleep.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Hokam: I would suggest maneuvering out of their way.

Host CO_Spencer says:
OPS: Cut the comm.

XO_OMallory says:
<w>CSO: Perhaps... CIV: You and Llewellyn stay with Italia and have a 'chat' while MacLeod and myself talk with Koch.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Please bring our guests to the bridge.


XO_OMallory says:
*CO* Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears the CO::

Host Hokam_escort says:
@COM: Gryphon: But... ::comm goes dead::

EO_On says:
CMO: Maybe I should try your exercises and consult with CNS Llewellyn, too.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::crosses her arms and looks towards the door::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::hears CO, Thinks: oh maybe not::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Well, we may proceed later.

FCO_Adams says:
::watches the ships on her sensors closely::

XO_OMallory says:
K/I: If you will both follow me to the Bridge

CIV-Adrel says:
XO: Seems we are all needed elsewhere... we should go then....

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Please take us out of the middle of this fight

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye aye. ::sees a blinky light[tm]:: I'm picking up a message from the Rancide planet. Their ships are to return.

Italia says:
::gets up with her aides and makes sure she reaches the door before Koch::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye Captain, changing course heading...243.61

CIV-Adrel says:
::waits for the XO and the guests to exits  and then follows them::

XO_OMallory says:
::exits to TL with K/I::  Bridge.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Engaging...

Koch says:
XO:  Certainly..  ::Getting a little tired of being taken here and there::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::follows them::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: Rancide ships break off and head back home

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::follows them::

FCO_Adams says:
::engages engines to the new heading::

XO_OMallory says:
::TL is very quiet::  Self: Could here a pin drop.

Koch says:
::Motions to the door::  ::Grunts and narrows his eyes::  Italia:  After you...

CMO_Turok says:
EO: As you wish.  ::Types out some instructions on the PADD::  Here, you are to do these exercises every day when you end your duty shift.  If you have any energy left, you may see Lieutenant Llewellyn.  ::Chuckles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::as they enter:: K/I: I see you have brought us here to help in fighting or taking sides on a feud started long ago. Both parties ::points at them:: Have entered with applications to SF, as of now.. you are not members, and your fighting should be done with both of you safely on your own planets, we can not negotiate anything for you unless you ..

Host Hokam_escort says:
@::Freighter and escort continue to approach the Gryphon::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters onto bridge::

XO_OMallory says:
::exits TL to post::

Host CO_Spencer says:
k/I: cease these actions, we will not be brought into the middle of your war to help either of you fight.

Italia says:
::glares at Koch and walks on to the bridge:: CO: What are you talking about?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to CO::

XO_OMallory says:
FCO: Keep our distance...pattern Omega 4.

EO_On says:
CMO: Alright, then. Should I be taking the tea? ::nods::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: The Rancide vessels have broken off and are heading home.  Hokam fleet is still advancing.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::watches CO, Italia and Koch::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: I am talking about the ships playing tag out there. ::waves towards the view screen::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, pattern Omega 4 engaged.

CIV-Adrel says:
::walks to SCI 2, keeping an ear to what the CO and the guests are talking::

Koch says:
::Moves past Italia to stand slightly in front and to the side of her::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Thank you.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: HOKAM TRADE CONVOY RESUMES ORIGINAL HEADING AND MOVES AWAY FROM GRYPHON

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir the Hokam ships are moving off...

CMO_Turok says:
EO: No.  It appears your body has built up some sort of immunity to the herbs she prescribed.  I recommend a glass of warm milk before you go to sleep.

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Great news. ::looks back at K/I::

XO_OMallory says:
FCO: Resume original status.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes SCI 1::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir....resuming original course back to the Hokam home world. ::smiles at the Captain::

Italia says:
::glances:: CO: I see only a Hokam flying refuse shuttle.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: CIV: This will take time...

EO_On says:
CMO: I am glad I ask that, I will try the warm milk and then go to sleep.

Host CO_Spencer says:
K/I; We can play.. "My race is better than yours all day.. but it will get us no where, unless you are serious.. ::she steps forward and looks them both in the eye:: K/I: Unless you are  serious.. I can be of no help to either of you.

CMO_Turok says:
EO: If you find the three laps around the primary hull perimeter too easy, then add a backpack.  Start with twelve kilograms of weight.


Koch says:
::Just standing there, still blank and unreadable, with arms folded in front of him::  ~~~ Italia:  That's nothing... all of your shuttles are refuse.  ::Grins mockingly:: ~~~

CIV-Adrel says:
::whispers:: CSO: Yes... negotiations are never easy to start with....

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::receives a report on her PADD, Looks at it ::

XO_OMallory says:
::waits for response from K/I::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
Self: Oh!

Host CO_Spencer says:
::raises a brow and waits::

Italia says:
::folds her long arms, smoothing her fine fur:: CO: Fine. All can cease as soon as *they* apologize..

EO_On says:
CMO: Okay, Sir. I will get into that.

FCO_Adams says:
::enters orbit attitude at 10,000 km:: CO: Entering orbit Captain.

Koch says:
Italia:  Apologize?  For what?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CO: Sir, I have some information from Trill that you need to see. ::shows her PADD::

CMO_Turok says:
EO: Do so.  If you continue to have difficulty, please return.

Italia says:
::glares:: Koch: You know "for what".

Host CO_Spencer says:
::holds up her hands:: Italia: No, there will be no apologies given or expected. We are not children. We are Adults and need to start acting like it.

Koch says:
::glares back::  Italia:  I'm afraid I don't.  ::Ignoring the CO completely::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Shall I stand down from Yellow Alert?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::takes padd and reads it:: CNS: Thank you.

FCO_Adams says:
::adjusts for wave variables::

XO_OMallory says:
::thinks getting these 2  drunk would do wonders for the talks::

EO_On says:
CMO: Great! I guess I need more exercise after all.

XO_OMallory says:
CTO: Aye.  Resume normal keeping.

OPS_Shania says:
::starts going over the diagnostics report::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir.

Italia says:
::ignores August as well and pokes an accusatory finger at Koch:: Koch: You would lie in my face? You Hokam swine!

CTO_Hunter says:
::turns off yellow Alert::

CTO_Hunter says:
*All Hands* Return to Condition Green, Repeat All hands secure from Yellow alert. Condition Green.

Host CO_Spencer says:
K/I: Well? DO we resume, or do we leave you to your own ways of dealing with things?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::next CO, whispers:: CO: Maybe we should assume a different position.  Perhaps saying we're not interested anymore on their problems... understand?

CMO_Turok says:
EO: ::Looks at On::  Yes, you do.  You may return to duty.

Koch says:
::Not going to be incited to anger so quickly this time, narrows his eyes::  Italia:  I would not, as much as you don't deserve to be honored with the truth.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Ok.. I think we have their answer, please escort them to the transporter room
FCO: Lets drop them off. ::sits down and tries to not smile::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets out of his quarters with a new uniform::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::listens to CSO but does not respond::

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Aye Captain. ::turns to K/I::  Follow me please.

Italia says:
::turns back:: CO: We resume. I am serious about joining the Federation. I cannot speak for him.

EO_On says:
CMO: Thanks a lot. ::shakes his hand and he stands up from bio bed::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: CO: They are blind with anger for each other.

Koch says:
::Raises a breath to respond in kind...::

FCO_Adams says:
::nods to the Captain:: CO: Aye sir...approaching beaming coordinates now Captain.

XO_OMallory says:
::begins to escort them to the TL::

Koch says:
::Suddenly jerks, lets loose with a sneeze of astonishing force::

CIV-Adrel says:
::nods as she hears the CO order that both guests be escorted back.... we should not take part in their game...::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: Sounds fine, this way please. ::heads back to the conference room::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in TL:: TL:ME.

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: Bless you...

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: Bless you. ::as she walks by::

Italia says:
::rubs off her fur:: Self: Disgusting...

Koch says:
<Aide1> Koch:  Here, sir... ::Hands him a cloth::

XO_OMallory says:
::whispers::  CO: Sure you don't want nay of my whiskey for this?  ::smiles a bit::

Koch says:
::Wipes his nose::  ::Whispers::  Italia:  Not quite so disgusting as you.  ::Walks past her to the conference room and enters::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smiles back:: <w> XO: Maybe when they are gone.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, are our guests remaining with us?

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in ME::

EO_On says:
::leaves sickbay and goes directly to ME::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Back to conference room?  Or we should split this to listen both parts and then proceed?

XO_OMallory says:
<w> CO: I am sure we will need it then ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
::takes command::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Count me in, commander. ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks back:: FCO: For now, lets hold a position right here.
CTO: Keep me apprised if any change in.... ships coming our way.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: No, we shall meet as one group..

Italia says:
::sneers and fixes her revealing robe::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Understood.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Holding position Captain.

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Shall I suggest something more relaxing in the holosuite?

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: Do you want all of us to come again?

OPS_Shania says:
::schedules repairs according to the results::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: No, I am tired of thinking they need coddled.. ::moves in to conference room::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: LIGHT BLINKS ON OPS CONSOLE; MESSAGE FROM COMMANDER SECTOR 8324

EO_On says:
::arrives to ME and see CEO Taylor::

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::enters with CO into conference room::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::follows into conference room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::heads to conference room, following CO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks back:: CIV: You may remain on the bridge CNS: You are with us.

Italia says:
::follows her "sister"::

FCO_Adams says:
::brings station keeping thrusters online::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CO: Aye sir.

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

Koch says:
::Sits again at the table, arranging his console to look a bit more dignified.  Wiggles his nose a bit, still feeling the shock from that sneeze...doesn't sneeze too often::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Sees EO On:: EO: Ah! Just the man I wanted to see, come with me please. ::shows him the office::

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: Need a tissue?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: May I get you something for that.. a tissue? ::notes something that may or may not be on his nose::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::waits for everybody to sit then sits::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: I'm receiving a message from Commander sector 8324.

Koch says:
::Smiles somewhat::  XO/CO:  I am fine, I assure you.

Italia says:
::waits for her aides to slip her chair in as she sits down::

EO_On says:
CEO: Okay. ::he walks to his office and pays attention::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Addressed to the Captain?

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::enters conference room::

Italia says:
CO: You needn't waste time on his weaknesses. We have important work to finish so the Rancide can lead Tranquility to good fortune in the arms of the Federation.

Koch says:
<Aide2>  ::Leans over and whispers something in Koch's ear::

Koch says:
::Looks stunned...quickly runs the cloth over his nose again::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: You please speak first. What seems to be the trouble, and please, spare us the insults to Italia and his people.. what started all of this?

CMO_Turok says:
::Returns to work on the telepath problem.  Can find no easy way to correct it.::

CIV-Adrel says:
OPS: Check if it is for the captain only or if we can listen to that message.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Yes Sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::ignores Italia’s last comment::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks and listens carefully what Koch has to say::

Koch says:
::Tucks the cloth away again::  CO:  Oh yes..of course.

XO_OMallory says:
::sits and listens to Koch::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::listens to Italia and CO::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Alright, with the trimester finished and the ship being in relatively good shape, I have decided to start the end of trimester system inventory. You will be in charge of it. I have assigned to you the bravo team who will be helping you. Any questions?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers:: XO: Now we should get some information.

FCO_Adams says:
::wishes that things would get back to normal soon::

Koch says:
CO:  As you saw on your, bridge...the Rancide have been harassing our most defenseless vessels for some time.

XO_OMallory says:
<w> CSO: Hopefully...

OPS_Shania says:
CIV: We could listen as well...

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: I saw something, not sure what. Exactly what started this? Can either of you tell me? ::looks at I/K::


EO_On says:
CEO: Not at all, I will start with the Bravo Team ASAP.

Host Commander_8324 says:
$::On view screen:: COM: Gryphon: ::peers about:: Who is in charge?

Italia says:
::doesn't answer, just blinks::

CTO_Hunter says:
::sees the report on brig cell three again...::frowns::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Very well. I would like to have the complete inventory on my desk in 13 days. Dismissed.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waits::

Koch says:
::Raises an eyebrow, wondering what she could possibly be talking about::

CEO_Taylor says:
::sends the orders to the Bravo team leader::

CTO_Hunter says:
*CEO*Can you dispatch a team to find out what going with Brig 3 Force Fields?

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: CDR_8324: Sorry, sir. I am LtCmdr Adrel... do you want to speak only to the Captain?

CEO_Taylor says:
*CTO* On it.

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Gryphon: Is she not available?

Host CO_Spencer says:
K/I: Why? Why are you fighting to begin with.. there must be a reason.. one of you must have started all of this.. which one? ::cocks her head in a question::

EO_On says:
::leaves the office of his boss and goes to the leader of Bravo Team to start the inventory::

CEO_Taylor says:
*Alpha team* Please go to Brig 3 and find out what is wrong with the force field.

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: CDR_8324: She is in a meeting with the Rancide and Hokam... Can I help you or do you really want her to talk to you?

XO_OMallory says:
::listens for response::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::takes a drink of water and sits back::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: the Trill government said the Rancide and Hokam did not remember what started the hostility, wonders where the CO is going with this::

Host CO_Spencer says:
I/K: How long?  ::stands:: How long have you been at petty war with one another?

Host CDR_8324 says:
$COM: Adrel: No.. Please inform her that the Trill government has offered to send a representative to assist there.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over her shoulder at Adrel::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader>::sees EO::

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: CDR 8324: Aye, sir. I will tell her as soon as possible. Is there anything else sir?

Italia says:
::blinks more:: CO: Too long. Those Hokam they... ::stops in anger::

Host CDR_8324 says:
$COM: Adrel: They would like to know if she will accept this offer?

FCO_Adams says:
::thinks to herself:: Self: She seems competent enough.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::;walks around the table and stops by Italia:: Italia: How long? ::looks sympathetic:: How long?

Koch says:
::Gives the Captain a "How unbelievably dense can you be?" sort of look, then looks back to Italia::  CO:  We most certainly did not start this...it was those Rancide.

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: CDR 8324: Do you want the answer now or do we have some time to think about it?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices it's not going anywhere::  CO: I think I have something that may explain part of this conflict.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Koch: You know that for a fact?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gives the CSO a look to hush::

XO_OMallory says:
K/I: If it has been so long that no one remembers who started this and why...why continue?

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Adrel: Humpf...I suggest we not keep the Trill waiting Commander.

Italia says:
::rubs her eyes:: CO: He cannot know that for a fact, because it is a lie. If they would just apologize and submit, this would be over!

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* I am order to do a inventory with your team help by order of CEO Taylor.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::XO took the air out of her sails… she sighs and nods yes::

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: CDR 8324: Aye .... I'll ask her right away...

Host CO_Spencer says:
Italia: Apologize for what?

CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader>*EO* Aye sir, I have received the orders, What are your orders?

CIV-Adrel says:
*CO* Sorry to disturb you, Captain. I have a message from the sector commander.

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Adrel: Good...

Koch says:
::Sighs heavily::  Italia/CO:  No apology is necessary!  If they would simply...  ::Begins jerking, sneezes powerfully, several times in succession::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::smiles, thinks: Ah.... I think I know where she is going now::

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: Are you ok?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CIV* On my way.
All: You may continue with Commander O'Mallory.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks "we should call the doctor."::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::wonders about Koch's sneezing::

XO_OMallory says:
CO: Aye sir

Host CO_Spencer says:
K/I: Pardon me, I will be but a moment.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Aye.

CIV-Adrel says:
COM: Cmdr 8324: Sir... Captain Spencer will come right away.

Italia says:
::accepts a kerchief from one of her aides to wipe her eyes::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::departs to the bridge::
CIV: I will take it in my ready room.
::moves to her Ready Room door::

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* It’s a simple system inventory.

Koch says:
::Looks a tad yellow::  ::Gruffly::  XO:  I assure you, I'm...  ::Sneezes again, just pulling the cloth out in time to cover his nose::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Perhaps we should call Doctor Turok, commander.  Just in case.

CIV-Adrel says:
OPS: Transfer the Sector Commander's call to the ready room.

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* We have thirteen days to finished it

XO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Doctor to conference room please.

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: Aye Captain... OPS is transferring the call right now.

CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader>*EO* I understand sir, but I still need to take orders from you, what do you want us to do?

XO_OMallory says:
Koch: Have you been sneezing before you arrived here?

OPS_Shania says:
CIV: Aye aye. ::transfers the comm to the ready room::

Koch says:
::Stands out of his chair::  Aloud:  No, no doctor, no nothing!  ::Looks to be ranting, stumbles a bit::  I'm perfectly…perf...  ::Trips and falls on the floor::

CEO_Taylor says:
::begins arranging his files::

CIV-Adrel says:
OPS: Thank you.

Italia says:
::sneers:: Koch: Stop pretending. Just tell them what your people did to our princess! ::wipes her eyes again before passing out on the table::


Host CO_Spencer says:
::moves around to her desk and sits tapping her computer to accept the Cmdr: COM: Cmdr: Captain Spencer here. ::sits back in her chair::

XO_OMallory says:
::goes to Koch to help::

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Spencer: Admiral Halfbaked here... ::Eyes the good looking Captain:: You want the Trill rep there or not?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands as Koch falls down, moves to help him::

Koch says:
::Resigns, eyes barely open:: ::Matter-of-factly::  XO:  All right...get me a doctor.  ::Passes out::

CMO_Turok says:
::Hears the XO's call and sighs.  Wonders which of the diplomats has killed the other.  Gets up, grabs a medical kit and heads for the conference room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
Koch: Are you okay, sir?

XO_OMallory says:
CSO: Hand me the emergency medkit over there.

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks his tactical sensor board::

Koch says:
<Aide1>  ::Begins vomiting all over the conference room table::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Cmdr: ::thinks.. or not?::  CMDR: Yes, please, as I am as tactful as a horse.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Adds:: COM: Cmdr: Sir.

XO_OMallory says:
::using his med skills to help::

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Spencer: Very well.  Should be there in about 27 hours.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::helps XO::

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* My orders first is to have a complete actual system inventory.

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the power levels on her panel::

CIV-Adrel says:
All: Everything in order?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Well, he doesn't look good, anyway.

CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader>*EO* Where do we start?

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Spencer: Name is Pert.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: CMDR: Thank you sir, we will continue until one arrives.

Koch says:
<Aide2>   ::Panicking, looks at his friend, and Koch...  Thinks:  What is happening?::  ::Jumps as he sees Italia passed out across the table, as well::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::adds:: COM: CMDR: Pert, sir

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Spencer: You planning on stopping by here anytime soon?

XO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Medical emergency in conference room one.

CMO_Turok says:
::Arrives at the conference room, surveys the situation::

Host CDR_8324 says:
$::Smoothes his gray hair::

Italia says:
<Helper1> ::tries to rouse Italia::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices Italia passed out on the table::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::wishes for a med kit::

CMO_Turok says:
XO: I heard you the first time.  ::Moves to the nearest fallen diplomat.

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* Let’s start by our ENG tools.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: We need extra help, commander. ::shows him Italia::

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks in with s3c::

XO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Need a medical team here.

Host CO_Spencer says:
;:hides a smile, he is rather good looking, and he thinks he is as well::


CMO_Turok says:
::Checks Italia with the medical tricorder::

XO_OMallory says:
CSO: Help her out as best you can.

XO_OMallory says:
::works on Koch::

FCO_Adams says:
::hears the commotion in the conference room::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: CMDR: Could be sir.

CIV-Adrel says:
All: Any other ship activity or does.... ::turns around, hearing the commotion::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
XO: Sir, I may be able to help. I can retrieve an emergency med kit from the bridge.

XO_OMallory says:
CMO: Hand me a medical tricorder while you work on Italia.

CMO_Turok says:
::Moves over to Koch and begins checking him as well::

Italia says:
::breathing is a little shallow::

Host Commander_8324 says:
$COM: Spencer: ::Smiles... good, good.  Good luck and just ask if you need anything.  Halfbaked out.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::helping Italia:: CMO: Doctor, help me here, please.

XO_OMallory says:
CMO: Need them to sickbay.

CMO_Turok says:
XO: I only brought one, and I am using it.

CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader>*EO* Sir, with all due respect, ENG tools are not a part of the SYSTEM's inventory...

Koch says:
::wheezing noticeably::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::closes channel, Halfbaked? She thinks then laughs as she stands::

XO_OMallory says:
*Bridge* Emergency transport to sickbay.

CIV-Adrel says:
OPS: You heard the XO....

CIV-Adrel says:
*XO* Do you need help in there?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::exits Ready Room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::holding Italia, she's not breathing well::

XO_OMallory says:
*CIV* Under control for now.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hears CIV::  CIV: What is going on? ::steps faster towards conference room::

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::locks on and beams Koch and Italia to sickbay::

CIV-Adrel says:
*XO* Aye.

FCO_Adams says:
::gets a sudden chill down her spine:: Self: Something is wrong in there.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes Italia dematerializing::

CMO_Turok says:
::Watches as his patient disappears from under his tricorder::

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::feels powerless::

XO_OMallory says:
::heads to sickbay to help::

CIV-Adrel says:
CO: Medical Emergency.... the XO says he has the situation under control now.

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* I am making a fool of myself, It's my first time doing it.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::just gives CIV a look of alarm as she enters the conference room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at CO as she enters conference room::

CMO_Turok says:
::Stands up, glares at the XO::  OPS: Bridge!  Beam me to sickbay as well.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sees Spencer::

Host CO_Spencer says:
ALL: What in the world? ::holds her nose from the stench:: Where is Italia??


CEO_Taylor says:
<Bravo Team leader> ::smiles:: *EO* I understand, sir. May I suggest that we start by scanning the primary systems (shields, weapons etc...)

XO_OMallory says:
*CO* Both Koch and Italia in sickbay.  Have passed out.  On my way to SB

CNS_Llewellyn says:
CO: It appears, although I cannot tell exactly, that our two delegates had an allergic reaction to each other.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Koch and Italia passed out, captain.  They are in sickbay.

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* Aye sir, forgot about you. Sorry. ::beams the doc to sickbay as well::

FCO_Adams says:
::rubs her arms to warm up::

CIV-Adrel says:
FCO: Are you okay, Lt?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees neither and comes up behind XO:: XO: What happened?

EO_On says:
*Bravo Team Leader* Okay, Let's do the scanning together, Shall we? ::nods::

CMO_Turok says:
::Materializes in sickbay, moves again to his patients and begins anti allergen treatments, cursing in Klingon the entire time.::

XO_OMallory says:
::arrives in sickbay::  CMO: What can I help with?

XO_OMallory says:
::the medical side of him comes out::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: Oh for crying out LOUD! ::almost grrrrrrs::

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: I'm fine ma'am...just a slight chill.

CNS_Llewellyn says:
::looks sheepish, hopes the CO does not kill her::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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